


Abstract

Humans have an amazing drive to create communities and gather around
common interests or activities. Book circles, both traditional and digital
ones, are examples of that. People read a book and then discuss it to-
gether to enrich the reading experience. But how do book circles form
and what makes a reader want to them? Could values from traditional
book circles be added to digital reading forums and what do people ac-
tually talk about when they discuss books?

The aim of the study is to investigate how to design a user-friendly dig-
ital book circle by a case study of traditional and digital book circles.
The method included observational studies, interviews and user surveys.
The result showed that there were both different and similar problem ar-
eas and benefits in the two types. The topics that were discussed in
the circles were similar in both traditional and digital book circles. But
the social values in the traditional circles tend to be higher than in the
digital ones in which convenience, anonymity, diversity and global in-
teractions showed to be valued. The traditional book circles usually
have one book and a meeting per month and do not talk in between their
meetings. The digital book circles tend to have active book discussions
during the reading. The findings from the user study were summarized
in suggested guidelines for digital book circles.

After the case study an iterative design process, inspired by IDEO, took
place. The purpose of the design process was to design and test a digital
book circle concept and visualize the suggested guidelines. The result
was a design prototype with functionality to create, search for or join
a book circle, participate in online discussions and use discussion topic
cards for traditional book circle meetings. The user test showed that peo-
ple understand the book circle concept of the design but the prototype
needs further development in the discussion navigation. The potential
for user-friendly digital book circle is high. The suggested guidelines
and key findings from this study can help to find a direction for future
research in this interesting field.
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1 Introduction

Books can build bridges between people. The desire to discuss books is something that
many people can relate to. Reading is a personal experience but suddenly it becomes social
when people share their opinions and reading experiences. Book circles and online reading
communities are examples of that.

People have an incredibly strong drive to be a part of a community. This is one factor to
why we want to share, discuss and develop both at a personal and on a community level.
The need to belong is a strong and fundamental motivation for humans and it is necessary
for us to feel loved and accepted [1].

The rise of the Internet has created endless possibilities for people to connect in Cyberspace
without geographical or time limitations. It has revolutionized the communication world
and our society forever [2]. The communication technology that the Internet provides allows
new industries to establish. Social media today is one example that lets people connect
through wide variances of services like Facebook, Instagram or in online forums based on
different topics and interests. The digitalization makes an impact on many industries, digital
reading through e-books and audiobooks is one example.

Reading and listening to digital books, such as audiobooks and e-books, continue to grow.
The use of digital books is a habit in some people’s daily life. In Sweden, the requests and
interests for digital books have increased at a high speed. 37 % of the Swedish population
reads or listens to digital books, according to the study ”Svenskarna och Internet” [3]. This
is a dramatic change compared to 20 % two years ago [3].

A part of the traditional reader community are the book circles where people read the same
book and then meet to discuss it together as a social event. Book circle groups are also very
common online, for example Facebook groups where people have virtual book circles and
discuss books on the Internet. People are reading and listening to books, but what do they
talk about when they meet and discuss books in book circles? How do reading communities
as digital book circles form and what makes readers want to join them? This thesis will
explore the phenomenon of traditional and digital book circles, how they are organized and
what values they bring to their members.

1.1 Storytel

This thesis is in cooperation with Storytel. Storytel is a company, founded in 2005 in Swe-
den, that provides audiobooks on a mobile application where users can read and listen to
books by using a smart device or a Storytel Reader. In August 2019 Storytel passed one
million paying subscribers [4]. One part of Storytel is the reader community outside of the
Storytel app. The Facebook group ”Snacka om ljudböcker” [5] and the podcast ”Snacka
om ljudböcker” [6] are examples of how people gather around books, discuss them and
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give each other book tips. It seems that people want to talk about books and share their
experiences with other people online. The Facebook group had in December over 16 400
members.

1.2 Objective

This master thesis will investigate the best practice on how to create user-friendly digital
book circles. The focus will be to investigate the users’ needs and which functions that are
requested in a virtual reader community constructed as a digital book circle.

Research Questions

This thesis will explore the field of digital reader communities as in digital book circles.
Traditional book circles, where people meet in person and discuss a selected book will be
studied as well. This thesis will investigate the mechanisms, success factors and function-
alities that are important in book circles. The goal of this thesis is to explore how a digital
book circle should be designed to bring higher user experience, build a prototype based on
the results and finally give suggested design guidelines and conclusions.

The questions that will be answered in this thesis are presented below first with the main
question for the thesis and then divided into sub-questions.

How should a digital book circle be designed to be user-friendly and engaging?

(a) What makes readers motivated to be a part of a book circle?

(b) What problems or challenges can occur in book circles?

(c) What functionalities in a digital book circle are requested by the users?

(d) What are the guidelines for building a digital reader community and how could they
be applied to building a digital book circle?

(e) What is the structure of physical book circles and how could it be applied to digital
book circles?

This thesis will focus on the book circles with a social and entertaining purpose, not the
book circles that are used in literary studies or as a pedagogical tool.
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2 Theoretical Framework

This chapter will give a background and overview of the book circle phenomenon. Tradi-
tional and digital book circles and their different types, benefits, values and challenges will
be explained.

2.1 Traditional Physical Book Circles

The definition of the word book circle is complex. Book circles could be organized in
different ways and have different meanings in different contexts. It is up to the community
what they want to call themselves. The word book club (”bokklubb”) in Swedish is related to
the commercial book clubs as “organization for marketing and sale of books to a permanent
member crowd”[7]. But in English, a book club as a group refers to “a group of people who
meet regularly to talk about a book that they have all read”[8]. The word book circle have
different synonyms such as book club, reading group or literature circle. One minimal, but
still, informative and broad definition of reading groups is the following one and the thesis
will refer to book circles as

“A group of people who meet on a regular basis to discuss books.” [9]

The variety of book circles

Book circles can take different forms and take place anywhere.

A Hobby – Book circles could be arranged in a group of friends that meet and discuss a
book they have read as a social activity.

At Libraries – Book circles could be arranged at public libraries as public events [10]. The
point of having these reading clubs and book circles is to allow the library to develop their
strategy, meet their visitors and promote literacy [11]. The library book circles could also
offer other values to the participants such as a social meeting place.

In Schools – Book circles could also be held as an interactive, pedagogical tool that could
be graded in schools [12].

Online – The virtual (online) book circles that could be found on the Internet is another
form of book circles as a virtual community. They could be formed in online forums where
people share a common interest [9].

Key attributes in Book Circles

The key attributes in book circles will be different depending on the group and the purpose
of the book club. Harvey Daniels has put together eleven key ingredients for book circles in
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his book Literature circles: Voice and choice in book clubs and reading groups [12]. The
key attributes are constructed for book circles in schools. Based on them, table 1 describes
the eight key attributes which can be applied to entertaining book clubs that are held as a
hobby.

Table 1 Key attributes of a traditional book circle
Attribute Description

Temporary group Is usually formed based on the book choice [12]

Moderator A person that serves as a facilitator and organiser [12]. The
moderator could be one from the group that takes the role (and
could be rotated in the group), it could also be an external mod-
erator from example a public library.

Book The participants read a book or text during a decided time in-
terval before the book circle meeting [12]. The book choice
could be made by the group or an external moderator.

Book circle meeting The event where participants meet and discuss the book and the
reading experiences on a regular and scheduled basis [12]. The
meeting could be held in a public library, in members’ homes,
at cafes or restaurants and so forth.

Notes Members could take notes to support the book discussion [12].
The note-taking could be done during the reading when the
feelings or thoughts appear.

Open group discussion The book circle meetings are natural conversations about the
book experience. Which could open up for personal connec-
tions or dissimilarities. Different opinions, insights and open-
ended questions are welcomed and encouraged [12]. The dis-
cussion could be more or less monitored.

Spirit of fun Enjoyment and openness characterizes the meeting [12].

Celebration A celebration could be a finishing part of a book circle meet-
ing. The readers celebrate that a book is finished which could
take any form. Read out loud from favorite parts of the book,
discuss a new ending to the book [12] or enjoy a meal, or a
Swedish ”Fika” (coffee and biscuit), together.

Guidelines

To create the perfect guide that fits every book circle would be impossible. The online
community for reading groups ReadingGroupGuides.com has been giving out discussion
guides and book reviews for book lovers since 1996. At the time of writing, there are 4486
unique reading guides for books that book circles could use in their meetings [13]. To
summarise the main guidelines and tips for traditional book circles this section is divided
into tree parts: preparation, during reading and book circle meeting.
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Preparation

The Group
The size of the book circle group varies but is usually between four and ten people. A small
group might be too few to make it a good discussion. Too many on the other hand, will
lead to the situation where not everyone will be able to have a word. Commitment to the
group is important, but sometimes members will not be able to come to every meeting. The
easiest way to start a reading group is to start with some friends or colleagues [14]. Some
libraries run book circles with different themes or genres that are open to join. The variance
of homogeneous to heterogeneous groups is broad. Some groups tend to be quite unified
when others are a mix of ages, sexes, interests or ethnicity [14].

Ground rules and setting
One of the first things a new group should ask themselves is “How do we go from being
a random bunch of people who like to read to an organized reading group?” [15]. To talk
about the expectations about the book circle in the new group could be a start. This could be
done by setting the ground rules of the reading group by discussing the following questions
[15]:

1. How will our book circle be organized?
2. What is the purpose of our book circle?
3. Where, what time of the day and how often will we have the meetings?
4. How will we decide what book to read? Any particular genre?
5. How do we keep track of what books we had read and want to read?
6. How do we want the discussion to be? What topics or questions do we want to

discuss?
7. Are there any requirements for joining the meetings? What if someone has not fin-

ished the book?
8. How do we keep in touch? (SMS-group, e-mail, social media or other)
9. Do we want to include something additional to the meeting like food or beverage? If

so, how do we arrange that?

During Reading

Active reading and to be prepared for the book circle is required when attending a book
circle meeting. There are different techniques that one can use during reading to accomplish
that. Raphael and McMahon [16] present a reading log to use as a helping reading tool,
in their article Book Club: An alternative framework for reading instruction. Figure 1
is inspired by the article and illustrates different ways of taking thoughts to notes during
reading.
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Figure 1: Reading log tool as a way of taking notes and remember thoughts to bring into
the book circle discussion

Book Circle Meeting

One important characteristic of the book circle is the book circle meeting when the partici-
pants meet and discuss the book that they have read. The group could decide the agenda for
the meeting together beforehand or maybe choose a moderator for the meeting on a rotating
basis.

But what do people talk about in their book circles? There are endless questions that could
be asked during book circle meetings. General questions to have as a conversation starter
could be helpful. The following general discussion questions are gathered from different
research sources [17][18]. The questions and focus areas could be found in table 2 on page
7.

A general tip in discussions about books is questions that let readers express their feelings,
discuss their perspectives and opinions rather than direct questions about the book plot. To
have followup questions and let people give examples in the book to support their opinions
is a way to help a discussion forward [17]. Another way is to bring up important scenes or
events from the book, chapter by chapter, and discuss the reader’s reactions and thoughts to
these special sections. Remember to allow the discussion to have its way and if participants
discuss an important aspect of the book that made a deep impression for the readers, give it
time to be discussed [17].
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Table 2 Questions to discuss in a traditional book circle
Focus Area Questions

The Book “What was the book about?” [18]
“Who do you think are the most important characters?” [18]
“What events in the story stand out for you as memorable?” [17]

Feelings “Why did you enjoy/not enjoy reading it?” [18]
“Did you think the story was funny, sad, touching, disturbing, mov-
ing? Why or why not?” [17]

Book Choice “For the one who chose the book, what made you suggest it to the
group for discussion?” [17]
“Is the book similar to other books you have read in your group?”
[17]

Authors Language “What do you think about the author’s use of language/writing
style? Was there a rhythm to the author’s style, or anything else
that might be considered unique about it?” [17]

Other Perspectives “What were some of the major themes of the book? Are they rele-
vant in your life?” [17]
“ What did you like or dislike about it that we haven’t discussed
already? ” [17]
“What do you think will be your lasting impression of the book?”
[17]

Motivation factors and Benefits

The reason why readers decide to join a book circle is unique for every person. Members of
a physical book club tend to value the aspects of sharing personal experiences as a part of
the discussion and book circle meeting [19]. Book circle members are constantly exploring
and expanding the literature together in the group. Some of the main benefits of being a part
of a book circle from the case studies that Duncan [18] presents is social, increase reading,
discussions, knowledge and the sense of achievement.

Social – Book circles give a natural forum for socializing, being a part of a group and the
local community by providing a purpose and a discussion topic [18].

Increase reading – Participants get ”pushed” to read more and book circles remove the
barriers to start reading, it reduces the trouble to find a good book to read for example.
Book circles make participants develop their reading skills and become confident readers.

Forum for discussion – Book circles bring different readers together. Some like to talk
more and others want to be encouraged to read. Diversity is welcomed. Book circles give
an opportunity to exchange ideas and learn from each other.

Increase knowledge – Book circles give opportunities to read books in a wider range of
genres, have continuous learning and discuss new areas.

Achievement – Finishing a book in a book circle gives a true sense of accomplishment, that
one has self-discipline by completing reading a book.
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Problem Areas and Challenges

The balance of structure in a book circle is crucial to make it last, but it could also be a
factor that could make the book circle feel too organized and not as a social event. A too
structured discussion during book circle meetings would perhaps kill it in the end, people
will feel too controlled. But on the other hand, it could be hard to start a discussion from
nothing. The balance is the keystone and every book circle has to find what fits their group.

Harvey Daniels [20], a college professor and author who is known for his pioneering work
on student book clubs, presents a Typology of Common Problems related to student’s book
circles that could also be applied to entertainment book circles. Daniels explains that the
problem areas can be both light and serious for the group but a small portion of dysfunction
in the group is normal and people could still have useful and valuable discussions together.
The following common problem areas in book circle discussions are described below:

Off-task – The group lost topics, deviates from the book and is distracted easily.

Shallow – The conversation is not very deep, fact-oriented and trivial.

Mechanical – The discussion is stiff, offering minimal involvement or interaction.

Flagging – The discussion first emerge and then runs out of discussion topics or follow up
questions, then becomes quiet.

Asymmetrical – The group has an unbalanced distribution of responsibility, ideas, thoughts
and time to talk. A few might dominate in the discussion and others are quiet.

2.2 Virtual Communities

The definition of the word Community is discussed among researchers and the complexity
of it is debated. Fabian Pfortmüller states in an article [21], that the unclear definition
creates the confusion of the words meaning. He suggests a modern and general definition
of Community, that is not associated with communities as a physical place where people
live together:

“Community = a group of people that care about each other and feel they belong
together [21].”

The term and definition of virtual community were first introduced in science by Howard
Lee Rheingold in the book The Virtual Community (1993) which is seen and cited as the
foundation of studies in cyberculture [22].

“Virtual communities are social aggregations that emerge from the Net when
enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient hu-
man feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace [23].”

The word virtual community and the terminology of it is discussed among scientist. Other
terms to describe the technosocial phenomenon online forums are participatory media or
social media. These terms describe the variety of the social online activity of people [22].
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Key Attributes - The Five Ps of Virtual Communities

The keystones of virtual communities are also discussed. Porter makes an attempt to sum-
marise the key attributes as the Five Ps of virtual communities as (1) Purpose, (2) Place,
(3) Platform, (4) Population Interaction Structure, and (5) Profit Model. These five factors
could also be used to categorize and describe virtual communities [24].

1. Purpose (the content of interaction) is the attributes that correspond to the meaning
of the community, which means that the members share a common purpose in the virtual
community. The fundamental interest or subject creates a purpose in the virtual community.
That means that the obvious infinite numbers of subjects could be the start of a virtual
community (e.g. travel, veganism, living with cancer, books) [24].

2. Place (extent of technology mediation of interaction) includes the location of the
virtual environment that community members can sense or experience [24]. In this context,
we could see a place as a nontraditional physical environment. Mitra and Schwartz [25]
suggest that virtual space is both a feeling of location and a sense of presence.

3. Platform (design of interaction) is the technical communication aspect in the virtual
community and has three categorized levels; (1) synchronous, (2) asynchronous and (3)
hybrid interaction. Synchronous interaction is described as real-time communication (i.e.
chat rooms, direct messages) when asynchronous interaction is used in mediums where
members can read, view and respond at their own pace (i.e. email forum, bulletin board-
based communities). The hybrid platform includes both synchronous and asynchronous
communication functionalities [24].

4. Population Interaction Structure (pattern of interaction) refers to the interactions
between community members. The interaction pattern is related to the size and structure of
the member group [24]. High group interaction and socially close relationships within the
member group are characteristics for small-group-based virtual communities. Focus on in-
formation sharing, problem solving and short, benefit-driven relationships among members
are factors related to network-based communities [26].

5. Profit Model is the attribute that confirms if a virtual community is nonprofit or organization-
sponsored or commercial-based which creates economic revenue to an organization or busi-
ness [24].

2.3 Virtual Book Circles

An online reading community is a virtual community where people meet online to share
their book experiences and discuss books. Synonyms for virtual book circles are digital or
online book clubs.

The Virtual Book Circle Market Today

The search engine Google.com generated 1 120 000 000 results on the search online book
circle to join in October 2019. The Internet gives a lot of opportunities for book lovers to
create reader communities and online book circles. Online book circles can have various
expressions and use different use of media and technology to create online forums. The
traditional way is to have an online forum as a website where people that are interested
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in discussing books can meet. The world’s largest virtual community for readers is the
website Goodreads. Goodreads was launched in January 2007 and since then the members
have increased to 90 million in 2019. Some of the functions that the site provides are to
find a book based on the community’s reviews, get personalized book recommendations
and save books to read or that has been read in ”bookshelves” [27]. It is clear that books are
something that engages many people. A virtual book circle could take other media forms,
such as podcasts [28]. Book circle channels on Youtube.com is also a way of having book
discussions [29].

Key attributes in Virtual Book Circles

There are charecterisitcs to digital book circles as there is for traditional ones. Some of the
attributes are the same. The key attributes are described in table 3.

Table 3 Key attributes of a virtual book circle
Attribute Description

Core group of members Virtual book circles do often contain a core group of dedicated
members. These members often take the responsibility to in-
clude and make sure that everyone’s word is heard [19].

Moderator A person that serves as a facilitator and organiser [12] during
the discussion. The moderator could be one from the group
that takes the role and could be rotated in the group.

Digital platform The discussion and communication is made over a digital plat-
form (usually forum based) where members can read com-
ments about the book, start a discussion or reply to a comment.
The digital platform could be social media, online websites,
interactive TV-shows or podcasts.

Book A book is chosen and the members follow a reading schedule.

Book discussion Participants meet online in the forum and discuss the book and
the reading experiences on a regular and scheduled basis [12].
The discussion could be done during the reading in different
comment treads or topics compared to traditional book circle
meetings where there often is a book circles meeting when the
book is finished.

Motivation factors and Benefits

Sedo DeNel Rehberg [19] studied both face-to-face reading groups and virtual reading
groups. The results from the online survey from the study show that one of the main moti-
vation factors for joining book circles is the sense of community that people need and the
desire to share ideas. Virtual book circles offer that and is an accessible forum for book
discussions.

Some of the main benefits of being a part of a virtual book circle, found by Sedo DeNel
Rehberg, is described below.
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Freedom – A convenient way to discuss books with other people, that do not have any
geographical or time barriers which traditional, face-to-face, book circles have. In that
perspective it creates more freedom compared to a traditional book circle.

New books – Virtual book circles is a way to discover new books to read.

Community – Virtual book circles is a forum where people can express their ideas, thoughts
and open up the private experience of reading into a public forum.

Relaxed – Virtual book circles allow people to comment on the book at their own pace
online without the risk of being seen as a member with low group dedication. The pressure
to be active in every meeting is lower compared to a physical book circle.

Social – Virtual book circles is a way of creating valuable, social bonds with people online
that share the same interests without the pressure to meet in person.

Problem Areas and Challenges

Sedo DeNel Rehberg [19] also describes some of the main challenges for online book cir-
cles.

Book choice – The book choice is a potential challenge in virtual book circles. The decision
of what book to read can make members feel that they do not have enough control over the
book choice if they are left out in the decision making.

Offensive comments – One potential problem in any online comment field is the possibility
to get personal attacks with offensive comments that can bring bad feelings for the virtual
members.

Off-topic conversations – According to the subjects in the online study by DeNel Rehberg
[19], 23 percent meant that off-topic discussions are a cause of dissatisfaction in a virtual
book circle.

No face-to-face conversation – The fact that virtual book circles often are comment-based,
the incapability of having a conversation face-to-face in real-life seems to be annoying for
some members.
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3 Method

According to the thesis character to investigate and understand the phenomenon of tradi-
tional and digital book circles it was well-suited for the scientific method of case study
research.

3.1 Case study as a research method

Case study research is a research method that suits for exploratory and empirical studies
where a specific phenomenon is investigated in its real-life situation and context where
the conditions and relation between the situation and the phenomenon is not obvious or
evident. One of the main advantages of case study methodology is the wide diversity of data
collection methods, such as face-to-face interviews, literature studies, on-site observations
and workshops that can be used and combined [30].

Two-case case study has been used for this thesis, which is a type of a multiple-study re-
search design with a holistic approach where one single unit is analysed. The case unit that
was analysed is the phenomenon of book circles. The two cases that were used for this
study are the environment and context where the book circles appear, in the real world and
in the virtual (online) world. The significant difference between these two are that in real
world context the book circle takes place as a conversation face to face, where virtual book
circles refer to text-based online communities on the Internet. Figure 2 visualizes this.

Figure 2: A overview of the two-case case design
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3.2 User research and design process

The data collection strategies that were used was analysis of the digital book circle market,
observations and interviews [31]. After the data collection phase, a design process method
took place with the aim to create a design prototype of the suggested guidelines. To evaluate
the result, user testing methods were used.

Book circle observations

To get a full understanding of what is going on in a traditional book circle, observations
were conducted with the purpose to get real book circle experience in person and to collect
data from field studies by observing. This was done by observing the book circle and
audio record the meetings. In the case where the book circles where in an other city, the
observation was done through video call via Google Hangout. The findings have been
evaluated and compared with the aim to find key attributes and values to consider in the
guideline and prototype phase.

The observational studies were conducted in the following order.

1. Information about the study: The aim of the study has been described to the book
circle group.

2. Participants role: Ethical rights have been presented (can be found in Appendix
A.1) and permission to observe, take notes and audio record the book circle meeting
have been accepted.

3. Observation study: Start audio recording, observe and take notes of the participants
behavior and book discussion. Be active and aware of which topics are discussed
during the book circle meeting.

4. Group interview: Collect answers from the questions that are asked to the book
circle group. The questions can be found in Appendix A.1.

5. Participants questionnaire: The members of the book circles are asked to answer a
questionnaire about the book circle in private. The questionnaire was filled in online
through Google Form by a given link or on paper. The questions can be found in
Appendix A.2.

6. Moderator interview: If the book circle had an organizer, who prepare and lead
the book discussion, a separate interview was held with them. The questions can be
found in Appendix A.3. The interviews were held in person, via email or through
video call via Google Hangout.

Virtual Book circle observations

To investigate how digital book circles work an analysis was made by comparing different
already existing digital book circles. The research question c) What functionalities in a
digital book circle are requested by the users? was answered during this part of the study.
The typology (the 5 Ps described in Theoretical Framework) has been used to categorize
and describe the virtual book circles. The questionnaire for the book circle group used in
the physical book circle observation was also used with the purpose to compare both types
of book circle with the same perspective and research questions.
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User interviews and questionnaires

To get a fundamental understanding and knowledge about the user behavior in the reader
community area, interviews were conducted with different user groups in both virtual and
traditional book circles. The target groups were divided into two categories: participants
and moderators.

Book Circles Participants: People that have read the book, going to the book circle
meeting and contribute to the book discussion.

Book Circles Moderators: The organizer and moderator of the meeting if there is
one in the virtual and traditional book circles.

The book circle participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire after the book circle ob-
servation. The key persons for this part of the thesis were moderators from both private
book circles (both virtual and traditional) and from the public sector (libraries). The moti-
vation for that was to get a wide variation of book circles and gain knowledge from different
perspectives.

User study research data was collected during the observation study and the interviews. The
results were used for answering the research questions a) to c) about the readers motivation,
needs and problems where the goal was to find requested digital book circle functionalities
to be developed in a future prototype.

Design prototyping - IDEO design process

The design process in this thesis was inspired by IDEO 1 and their design kit, principles and
tools for human-centered design. The design process contains three phases: Inspiration,
Ideation and Implementation. The inspiration phase includes literature studies (presented in
Theoretical framework), user research as in the observations, interviews and user surveys.

The ideation phase is the part of the process where results from the inspiration phase are
evaluated, defined and turned into learnings. That will be the foundations for ideas of
the design solutions that will solve the design challenge or problem. This phase was an
iterating process where ideas turned into tangible visualizations as low-fidelity prototypes
(lo-fi prototype), that were shown to the users with the purpose to get early user testing
and feedback that improved the design prototype. The design prototype was made, based
on the findings from the user research results and guidelines for online communities. The
prototype was made for user testing and evaluation to answer the main research question
and visualize the final results of the study. The tasks that were done during the ideation
phase are described below.

1. Suggested Guidelines: Based on the insights and results from the literature studies,
suggested guidelines were presented to guide the design process and to answer the
research questions for this thesis.

2. Download Map: Summarizes the insights from the inspiration phase that gives an
overview of the things that were learned.

1https://www.designkit.org/resources/1
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3. Brainstorming: Idea generation session with the aim to create as many ideas and
concepts as possible. Post-its, pens and a timer were used in this activity. The session
was divided into 5-10 minutes ideation heats with different topics like problem areas,
needs and values that were found during the inspiration phase. Types of digital book
circles were also a topic for the brainstorming.

4. Concept Building: The ideas were written down and concepts were developed.
5. Online user survey: To investigate what users prefer when it comes to construction

of a discussion forum for book discussion an online form was conducted. It was
posted in two forums for online book circles. The form can be found in Appendix
A.8.

6. Rapid Prototyping: The iterative prototype method contained designing and build-
ing the prototype (low-fidelity and mid-fidelity), test the prototype on five users, get
feedback and redo the design from the feedback and results from the user testing.

The implementation phase is where the prototype is funneled down to a final product. The
prototype in this thesis will not be implemented as a real and functional product, because
the study focused on the inspirational phase, the case study and the user research more than
a functional prototype. The thesis should be seen as a research study where the user needs
and challenges are presented and could potentially be used as a guidance for programmers
in an implementation of a real digital book circle.

User testing and user scenario simulations

The Low-fidelity (lo-fi) prototype, based from the concept, was tested by asking questions
about the design and using user scenarios as tasks for the participant to complete. The
purpose of this user test was to evaluate the navigation in the prototype and to get a first
feedback from the users. The results from the test were then used to steer the design process
and improve the prototype through Rapid prototyping.

The Mid-fidelity (mid-fi) prototype usability testing was made through a digital interactive
prototype in a grey scale on a laptop. The participants were given scenarios as tasks to
complete. The testing sessions were screen- and audio recorded. The reason for making a
prototype was to visualize the suggested guidelines and answer the main research question
How should a digital book circle be designed to be user-friendly and engaging?.
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4 Results

The results of the thesis is divided into different sections. Results from the traditional book
circles observations, the evaluation of digital book circles, results from the moderator inter-
views , response form the questionnaire with members of traditional and digital book circles
and results of the design process with related usability testing results of the prototype.

4.1 Book Circle Observation

Four traditional book circles were studied in the observation phase. The observation cases
are described in detail in Appendix A.4, A.5, A.6 and A.7. The book circles that were
studied are described below. The size of the groups varied between three and seven. The
distribution between men and woman was one on twenty participants. The age spread is
from around 30 to 75.

“Open Book Conversation”
An open book circle provided by Umeå library. For every meeting, a new book will be
decided by a librarian from the library. Usually the librarian participates as a moderator
during the book discussion, but this time she was not able to come. The participants were
two women and one man, around 70 to 75 years old. They did not know each other from
before. The book choice for this book circle was “Testamente” by Nina Wähä. The two
women had read the book, the man had not.

“Crime Book Club”
A book circle for Storytel’s employees. The circle reads books in the crime genre, is free to
join and flexible so the members can come and go as it suits them. The circle is moderated
by employees at Storytel. The book for the meeting was “Missing, Presumed” by Susie
Steiner. Four women (moderator included) out of ten members of the circle participated.
One participant had not finished the book yet. One woman was joining the meeting by a
video call over Google Hangout.

“Picket & Pocket”
The book circle was founded in 2011 by some friends and colleagues. Six women out of 7-8
members of the circle participated. The book for the meeting was “Löwensköldska ringen”
by Selma Lagerlöf. All participants had read or listened to the book.

“The Book Sekt”
The book circle started in 2017 with the purpose to socialize and discuss books with friends.
The circle had seven members. The book that was read was “Tattooist of Auschwitz” by
Heather Morris.
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The book choice
How the book circles decide which book to read differ. The two private book circles, “Picket
& Pocket”t and “The Book Sekt”, take turns in the group of organizing and choosing the
book for each meeting. The “Open Book Conversation” has a prepared list of books, decided
by the librarian, that will be read during the term. In the “Crime Book Club” the moderators
choose books together with the members.

The discussions
During the conversation, people asked open questions for others to answer. Some took a
more passive and listening role in the discussion and some were more active, expressive and
vivid. When the discussion zoomed out a couple of times that was not book-related, they
all helped to remind each other to stick to the book in a discrete and polite manner. In two
of the book circles the participants had brought the books to the meeting and shared some
special scenes or quotes to exemplify their standpoints.

Open questions that were discussed

1. “Do you agree with one member’s review of the book?”
2. “What do you think of the characters?”
3. “Was the book more character-driven or plot-driven?”
4. “Is it similar to another book that you had read?”
5. “What did you think about the story?”
6. “To whom would you recommend the book?”
7. “How would you grade the book?”

Topics that were discussed
There were some topics that were discussed in all the book circles: characters in the book,
the author, feelings that the book gave to the readers and personal experiences connected to
the book. All the circles discussed other books and book recommendations, in some way.
They also helped each other to clear out the misunderstandings and confusions of the book
if there were any. Three out of four book circles discussed the plot and parallel stories in
the book, the book connected to today’s society and did a closing review session where the
book was graded. The book circles “Picket & Pocket” and “The Book Sekt” notated the
final reviews and grades of the book. They also noted who had been present at the meeting.
The book conversation topics for each book circle meeting is visualized in the following
figures 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 3: Summary of the the topic in the Open Book Conversation

Figure 4: Summary of the topics of the book conversation in the Storytel book circle

Figure 5: Summary of the topics of the conversation in the Picket & Pocket book circle
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Figure 6: Summary of the topics of the book conversation in the Book Sekt

4.2 Digital Book Circle Evaluation

The following book circles have been evaluated. The circles were chosen to get a wide
distribution due to different online platforms, social media and number of members. The
evaluation using the 5 Ps can be found i table 4 in page 20.

Our Shared Shelf at Goodreads
Book club founded 2016 by actress Emma Watson in 2016 on the online reader community
Goodreads. The community had in October 2019, 226 609 members and nine moderators
[32].

Kollektivet a book circle at Facebook
Book circle founded in 2017 by SemlasStories (Bonnier) that uses Facebook pages as their
community platform. The community had in October 2019, 1575 members and two mod-
erators [33].

Jane Austen Book Circle 2019-2020 at Bokcirklar.se
Book circle founded by a librarian at Vindelns library in 2019 on the website www.bokcircklar.se
and had 35 members in October 2019 [34].

r/bookclub at Reddit
Book circle and reader community on Reddit.com founded in 2008 with 71 100 members
and 442 members in associating Discord channel in October 2019 [35].

The Social Book Club at Instagram
Book circle founded by @lizzy.jensen, @martawrites and @lizziehdavis in June 2014. The
Instagram account had 5709 followers in October 2019 [36].

Book Choice Process

Three of the five book circles had predecided book choices made by the moderators every
one to two months. In the Our Shared Shelf the books were democratically chosen by using
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Table 4 Digital Book Circle evaluation using the 5 P’s
The 5 P’s Results

Purpose (P1) Our Shared Shelf is a reader community and a feminist book club
with the purpose to share ideas, thoughts and read equality related
books.
Kollektivet is a place for everyone that like to read or listen to
books that says something about the society that we are living in.
The circle discuss norms, equality questions and society structure.
Jane Austen is an online book circle where six Jane Austen books
will be read and discusses. The circle is a collaboration between
five libraries in Västerbotten, Sweden. The circle is open for every-
one to join.
r/bookclub is a reading club that discuss literary fiction and classi-
cals and contains sub channels that focus on specific genres.
The Social Book Club is a book club with the motto “Social media
meets the old fashioned book club.” [36]

Place (P2) The place and web address of the online book circles can be found
in the References.

Platform (P3) Described in the theory section, an online community can have a
synchronous, an asynchronous or a hybrid communication struc-
ture in the platform. All the book circles evaluated had asyn-
chronous communication in their communities where members
write posts and comments on bulletin boards and forum discus-
sions.

P. I. Structure (P4) Every book circle except the Jane Austen Book Circle could be
seen as networked-based online communities according to their
high member accounts. The Jane Austen book circle had a small
core group of members that drive the book conversation.

Profit model (P5) Our Shared Shelf, r/bookclub and The Social Book Club were all
non-profit online communities. Kollektivet and the Jane Austen
book circle were non-profit communities driven by other organiza-
tions as Selmas Stories respectively the municipal libraries.
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a poll in the forum where members voted for the book to read. In the book club at Reddit,
the member’s posted and nomination for a book and others could vote for the book. After
a week the moderators announced the highest voted book from each category. The scores
remained hidden during the voting process using Reddit’s ’contest mode’.

Used Functionalities

The bullet pin board used as a discussion wall, where members could put up comments
as posts, was common for all the circles except for the Instagram book circle The Social
Book Club. They all had the functionality of posting and commenting on other posts. The
discussion wall was designed in different ways for different book circles. Multilevel com-
ment threads were used at Reddit, two-level comment threads were common at Goodreads,
Facebook, Instagram and bokcirklar.se.

Functionalities that could be used during posting a comment on the different communities
were write a comment, share a post, report a post, like (or use reaction emojis) a post, insert
a gif, insert a link, add files (images etc.) or up-vote a post. Up-voting comments and poll
functionalities were used for decision making in the communities.
A calendar, a welcome text for new members with information about the communities and
a text about the rules were commonly used within the book circles.

The Goodreads community has a large set of functionalities that were used in Our Shared
Shelf book club. The group had access to different functionalities like Homepage (overview
of the book circle), Bookshelf (list of all books that has been read), Discussions (bullet
pin board for book discussions), Challenges (for reading challenges in the group), Events,
Photos, Videos, Invite People, Members (a list of all members), Polls (for decision making
in the group).

On the r/bookclub at Reddit, the comments could be up- or downvoted, which gives credit
(karma) to the author. Members could share a comment by using copy link, embedded link
or crosspost. Comments could be saved for later, hidden or reported. To give an award to
the author of a comment is a way of showing appreciation to someone for an exceptional
contribution to the Reddit community.

Discussion Moderation

All the evaluated digital book circles had divided the book discussion into several parts as
different discussion threads during the reading. The discussion could be pre-scheduled by
the moderator according to the sections from the book or for example by new topics to
discuss every following week. A common question asked by a moderator was “What do
you think of the book of the month so far?” The evaluation showed that moderators had
an important role by posting questions or a topic to start the discussion for each “meeting”.
The moderators did not moderate the following discussions between the members. In Our
Shared Shelf book circle, the moderators sometimes asked the members to write questions
to the author so that they could make and present an interview with the author for the
participants.

Discussion Topics

• The author’s language
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• Characters and their relationships
• The reading experiences and feelings among the readers
• Confusions that the book contains are discussed and cleared up
• Themes, society norms and how the book is connected to the world of today
• The different translations are compared
• The book versus the movie
• Special quotes and scenes from the book
• The meaning of the title
• Hidden symbols or meanings of the book
• Members own life experiences from themes of the books

Discussion Activity

The activity in the book discussions differed between the book circles. In Our Shared Shelf,
the book Beloved by Toni Morrison gave 57 comments and 4907 views. The book Milk and
Honey by Rupi Kaur gave 186 comments and 10261 views. The Jane Austen book circles
had a core group of five too seven members (out of 35) that drove the discussion forward.
They were positive and encouraged each other to share their thoughts. Same with the book
circle at Reddit, a core group around two to three members discussed the book and the
threads had between 10-29 comments on every book section discussion. On the Instagram
book circle, it was 0-50 comments on each post. It was clear that the book discussion had
both contributors and observers as different user patterns.

Observed Problem Areas

• Spam posts, unrelated to the discussion topic.
• Non-structured and confusing comment threads.
• Long scrolling and hard to keep track of the comments.
• Members asking for help to understand the character relations as a visualized family

tree.
• High threshold for beginners that do not know what is expected of them.
• Ways to save thoughts, notes and quotes from the book during reading.
• Comments containing spoilers without using the meta tag [SPOILER] in the Reddit

book circle.
• Decreasing engagement from the moderator and lack of comments on a topic.
• Nervousness to publish a comment and fear of the online spotlight.

4.3 Interviews with book circle moderators

The interviewees for the moderator interview were:

• Two moderators from Storytel (experience from both traditional and virtual book
circles)

• A librarian from a library in Umeå (experience from traditional book circles)
• A librarian from a library in Umeå (experience from virtual book circles)

The results from the interview are summarized into four parts as background, before the
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meeting, during the meeting and potential improvements.

Background

The interviewed moderators had a background of working with reader communities such
as book circles, book stores and libraries. They all read books frequently and had personal
and/or professional experience from book circles before they started the ones they moderate
today. Their relationship to book circles varies. One moderator explained that the purpose
from the start was to create a social activity where she could meet friends and discuss books.
The librarian, with experience from the traditional book circle, describes her prejudice about
book circles as nerdy and weird. But then she was invited to a friend’s book circle, and now
she has been a member for eleven years. Then she experienced the beauty and value of it
and changed her opinion.

The Feelgood circle
The librarian started the circle with the Feelgood genre theme three years ago at the library
as an alternative to other more literature science-oriented book circles. The purpose was
to provide a circle that had a lower threshold, relaxed, flexible and hopefully showed that
it was okay to read Feelgood and that it should have the same status as any other literary
genres. They read three to four books every term with a break during the summer.

The Storytel Workplace book circles
These circles were a project that the moderators took over from another colleague. At
the time of writing, there were four circles with different genres. The reason the circles
started was to provide a forum to make employees feel inspired and interested in books and
explore new books and genres. The circles also served as a social event where employees
from different departments can meet and get to know each other.

The Jane Austen online book circle
The book circle was a part of the project among the libraries with the goal to strengthen the
libraries, encourage and promote reading and with digitalization reach other target groups
then traditional library visitors. The digital book circle covered it all and let those who could
not participate in traditional, physical book circles for different reasons.

The success factors
The moderators mention that the reason why book circles stay alive is the people in them
and their eager to discuss books. Popular literature genres, like SciFi, Crime or Feelgood,
gather people that are dedicated to talk and share the experience in the fiction world. Good
book choices are also important, they all agree. Books that can create different opinions
create good discussions.

Why do book circles exist?
One interviewee explained that people need to be social, meet and talk and that is why book
circles are born. Book circles provide that and let people talk about a book they have in
common, which could be easier than talk about themselves. People love books and to share
the reading experience.

“You come to the book circle meeting with your thoughts and reading experience of the
book but then you leave with so many new ideas and thoughts about the book!”
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Before meeting

All the moderators made marketing about the book circles in some way. The librarian states
that it was important that people understand that the circle is open, free to join and that
people can come and go as they want. The library used flyers, posters, updates on social
media and on the homepage to recruit new members to the circle. The moderators in the
Storytel book circle asked new employees to join their circles, talked to people at the office
and posted updates on the intranet at Storytel.

The answer of the question about who are the people that participate in book circles, they
all agreed that it is the book lovers that like to discuss books that join circles. The circles
that they moderated are highly over-represented by women. The online book circles tend to
be more varied with young to middle-aged participants.

The book choice is usually a book that is famous and popular, which often makes partici-
pants engaged that creates great discussions. Books by local authors, author-specific choices
(Jane Austen) or books where the author visits the circle could also be chosen. The book
choice could be done in different ways according to the answers in the interview:

• Decision is made by the moderator (often used in online circles).
• The circle’s core group is involved in the decision.
• The moderator suggests a few examples and then the decision is democratically de-

cided in the whole circle in a vote.

The preparation for the meeting looked similar for both physical and virtual book circles.
All the moderators had a paper with prepared questions to back up the discussion if needed.

The challenges that book circles face were that people are busy, they do not have time to
finish the book or do not prioritize the meeting. To find a moderator or organizer who feels
comfortable to moderate the discussion is another issue. To reach out and advertise the
meetings is also a challenging factor. Obstacles for book circles could be the prejudices of
what a book circle is, a moderator explained. The image of book circles could be that it is
corny or outdated and that one has to be smart and educated to be able to discuss books. The
distance and that people don’t know the book circle group could be an obstacle. It could be
that people don’t know about the concept book circles and are unsure about what is required
from them.

During meeting

The Feelgood circle had their meetings in the evenings at the library once every one and
a half month. The meetings were scheduled between 18.30-19.45. The new participants
usually wanted to have a paper with questions to feel comfortable. The core group knows
the way to moderate the questions themselves. The Feelgood literature usually contains a
specific location or house and that creates internal imaging for each reader. People’s inner
image of the story creates an interesting discussion, the moderator explains. Same with the
cover of the book, there could be different covers on pocket, hard copy or translations. In
the Feelgood genres, the covers can have a strong connection to the book’s attributes and
storyline and is interesting to discuss. An unbalanced conversation where one person talks
all the time can occur, but people in the circle like to listen to what people have to say. To
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review the book is not necessary, but to close the meeting a short rating of the book from
one too five could be done.

In the The Storytel Workplace book circles people join the meeting by Google Hangout
video call or in-person at the office during office hours. The meeting is usually for 30-60
minutes and once per month. The moderator asks questions from the form if the discussion
needs guidance. The discussions are different every time but when the circle shares the
same opinion of the book, the discussion tend to be unmotivated. Sometimes a review is
made by writing a sentence that describes the book, the feeling or key takeaways of the
book.

The online and text-based book circles, that the moderators arrange with customers, Face-
book events was used as the discussion platform. The moderator then writes questions on
the discussion wall for the participants to answer in the comments below. In online book
circles, the moderators had noticed that they need to be more active and initiate questions to
bring up a discussion more than in physical ones. They did so by writing a lot of different
questions to get people to think about what they have read, it seems that it is hard (or scary)
for them to start on a empty page. The challenge is to get online book discussions involving
and engaging.

For the Jane Austen book circle the platform for the book circle was bokcirklar.se, both
for open or closed circles. The moderator explains that open circles tend to attract more
participants. The circle is flexible and undemanding. No rules that a certain amount of
pages has to be read before specific deadlines or that people have to write posts. Every
Monday, the moderator post topics or discussion questions to the forum. Participants can
choose when and if they want to answer the question and can also make their own posts
at any time. The book circle does not have live chat at certain times that usually occur in
other digital circles. The moderators participate themselves with their own accounts, to get
a more personal feeling and discuss the books with the group. The moderator was active
and attentive to make sure that no comment is unanswered. The book circle does not review
the book, but usually they discuss to give the book praise or blame in the end. The user
behaviours vary: some write very analytical and long comments, others write concise or
briefly. The moderator was surprised by the participants incredible writing and analysing
skills.

Topics and questions that are discussed

• How was the reading experience?
• How does the story location look?
• What do you think about the characters and their personalities?
• What themes does the book contain?
• What were the distinctive scenes or parts of the book?

What problems or needs do book circles solve?

• The need of belonging to a community.
• Book circle is undemanding, flexible, social and fun.
• They provide a place to meet and get to know other people with different back-

grounds.
• They enrich the reading experience of a book, give new ideas and perspectives.
• They teach us to think critically and analyse the text while we read.
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• A pause from daily life and work.
• Digital book circles are a convenient way to discuss books.
• Digital book circles provide no geographical boundaries.
• Participants can be anonymous in digital book circles.

Potential future functionalities and improvements

In the Feelgood circle, the discussion does not need to be improved. It is open, free and
flexible like it should be. Reading should be free for each individual to do as they like.
Freedom is important. Some do not finish the book before the meeting but then show up
and can be okay to be spoiled about the plot and end of the book. Digitalization is important
but the need of public places, like a library, and talk to each other about books is still valued.
Book circles is a promotion to read.

The Storytel Workplace book circle needs to feel relaxed and undemanding for the partici-
pants. A challenge is to reach out and find new members and encourage people to start their
own book circles. For online circles, a useful function would be that one could decide a
time to talk about the book, as a Hangout meeting or a time-based meeting as in a Facebook
event. Virtual book circles need more help to start the discussion, such as background fact
about the author and the book.

“The online circles need more fuel to start the discussion.”

The The Jane Austen book circle requested a notification feature to notify participants to
remember the book circle but also to notify when there are new comments in the discussion.

4.4 Questionnaire

The survey was conducted with the participants from the traditional book circles Picket &
Pocket, Crime book circle at Storytel office and the Book sekt. From the virtual book circles
members from Our Shared Shelf at Goodreads participated.

Book Circle Experiences

“Do you have any previous book circle experience?”

Total answers: 26 (13 from traditional book circles and 13 from virtual book circles)

Figure 7 shows the result from the asked question about previous book circle experience.
The left, orange diagram shows the responds for traditional book circle members and the
right, lilac diagram shows the responds for virtual book circle members.
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Figure 7: Previous book circle experience in traditional and virtual book circles

“What are your experiences from previous book circles?”

Total answers: 12 (7 from traditional book circles and 5 from virtual book circles)

From the traditional book circle, some participants responded that they had been part of
different book circles over the years that had been going on for many years. Some answered
that they participated in several at the same time, both at work and with friends. One
participant mentioned a book circle that broke up because of the lack of a common interest
and prestige mentality in the group. A participant gives a positive experience about book
circles as:

“Fun book discussion and new perspectives on the stories that we discuss. The books
makes us get to know each other.”

The key findings from the responds of the virtual book circle was that some did also par-
ticipate in other in-person book circles. Systematic online bullying, lack of discussion,
competition and weak community feeling were other comments. Others mentioned posi-
tive experiences like being accepted in a community and bond over something you have in
common.

Motivation Factors and Values

“Why do you want to be a part of a book circle?”

Total answers: 26 (13 from traditional book circles and 13 from virtual book circles)

Figure 8 visualizes the respondents answers to the question, the key reasons are illustrated
as words in the figure below.
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Figure 8: The reasons why people joining book circles

“What do you get out of participating in a book circle?”

Total answers: 26 (13 from traditional book circles and 13 from virtual book circles)

Figure 9 visualizes the respondents answers to the questions, the key values are illustrated
as words in the figure below. In both traditional och virtual book circles it was clear that the
social aspect, connecting to like-minded people and be a part of a community was things that
members valuates high. Two thirds of the participants in traditional book circles answered
that the fellowship in the community gives a great value to them.

Figure 9: Values that the book circles gives

Expectations

“What expectations did you have on your first book circle meeting?”

“How are your expectations fulfilled? If they are not fulfilled, how come?”
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44 % of the respondents answered that their expectations were not fulfilled, respectively 56
% that answered that they were fulfilled. This includes both positive and negative expecta-
tions.

Expectations from the traditional book circles (13 answers):
“People just have coffee and do not talk books.” - not the case
“Bombastic, academic, pretentious and strict” - not the case
“You have to be educated and literary experienced.” - not the case
“Book circles sound fun and cozy.” - expectation fulfilled
“Book circles widen your reading, gives you new perspectives and inspiration.” - expecta-
tion fulfilled

Expectations from the digital book circles (13 answers):
“Read interesting books and have engaging conversations. To see and take part in a dy-
namic, passionate exchange of ideas” - expectations was partly fulfilled
“Expected more guidance by the moderators” - not fulfilled, we were given room for our
own ideas for discussion
“Give and take between the members in the discussion” - expectations were fulfilled. “Some-
times I’d wish people would stay more on topic...”
“Expected deeper discussions without side discussions’ - not fulfilled

Problems and Improvements

“What are the challenges or obstacles within the book circle?”

Figure 10 visualizes the main challenges or obstacles that occur in traditional and virtual
book circles.

Figure 10: Challenges or obstacles in book circles
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“How do you think these challenges could be solved?”

Figure 11 visualizes the suggested solutions for the challenges. The orange examples refer
to suggestions from the traditional book circles members and the lilac refers to the sugges-
tions from the virtual book circle members.

Figure 11: Suggestions for solutions to problems in traditional and virtual book circles

“How could one make book circles better in your opinion? Crazy ideas are extra wel-
come!”

Figure 12 shows the ideas. The orange examples refer to suggestions from the traditional
book circles members and the lilac refers to the suggestions from the virtual book circle
members.

Figure 12: Suggested ideas and features from traditional and virtual book circles members
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4.5 Suggested Guidelines for Digital Book Circles

This section presents the suggested guidelines for digital book circles as an answer to the
research question of how physical book circles guidelines and structures can be applied to
digital book circles. The guidelines are developed from results from the case study and the
user research of traditional and digital book circles.

Group size
To create a digital book circle inspired by the traditional setting the suggested group size of
dedicated members should be between four and ten people.

Clear the misunderstandings
To lower the threshold of recruiting new members and reduce the risk of misunderstand-
ings, present an introduction or how-to about the book circle. It should explain how it is
organized, why it exists, rules (if there are any), what to expect and gain as a member and
what is expected by the members. Clear the misunderstandings and expectations.

Book choice
To avoid the risk of poor book choice and disappointment in the group, let the participants
be a part of the decision making by giving book suggestions and make a vote. One book is
usually chosen for a period of reading time between four and six weeks.

Active discussion
If the circle has a moderator, she/he needs to take a greater role to guide the digital group
and provide topics or questions to give fuel to the discussion compare to a traditional book
circle. To have a set of questions prepared for the discussion is highly recommended or use
a service that can give participants topics suggestions.

Discussion forum design
One of the key ingredients for a successful book circle is an interesting and active dis-
cussion. To create a design that lets users interact with each other with ease should be
highly prioritized. To let users keep track of the discussion, avoid messy conversations
and reduce the off-topic comments, a forum design that lets users navigate easily between
discussion/topic-threads should be considered. The discussion could be split up to different
discussion-meetups by sections of the book during the time of reading.

Protect the values
Value and protect the motivation factors and benefits that digital book circles are built upon.
The keywords community, freedom, social, diversity and fun book discussion are values to
strive for.

Put a cherry on top!
Digitalization gives many opportunities that digital book circles could take advantage of.
Some of the features that users request are things that mix the book circle setting up every
once in a while. Examples of that are video-discussions, author interaction (participating in
a discussion or as an ending Q&A session), event as a live-chat discussion, meetups in real
life, functionality to share or save notes and visualize the groups’ total review are ideas that
can be used.
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4.6 Digital Book Circle Prototype

This chapter describes the results from the design process that resulted in an interactive
prototype.

Download map

The insights from the Inspiration phase and the user studies resulted in a download map
with findings from the research, see figure 13. The research questions were the focus point
when creating the download map.

Figure 13: download map with takeaways from the research

The main takeaways from the download map was that the book discussion and the social
aspect is the core of a book circle. Similar topics and discussions emerge in traditional
and digital book circles. Keeping track of the conversation treads in digital book circle is a
problem. The structure of the types have similarities, but open digital book circles tend to
value global connections, community and diversity.

Brainstorming and bundle ideas

After identifying the main values, problem areas and motivation factors in book circles had
been written down on post-its, the brainstorm session took place with the questions:

How could these problems/challenges be solved?
What could be the different types of digital book circles?

The brainstorming was done by the master student. The result of the ideation sessions and
the bundle of ideas showed that there were four main problem areas that needs to be solved
in digital book circles. The areas were priotitized with highest priority on top.

1. Lack of activity
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2. Messy discussion threads
3. Spammers, spoilers and misunderstandings
4. Beginners that don’t know how a digital book circle work

Types of Digital Book Circles

The result from the brainstorming also resulted in different potential types of digital book
circles with different themes and key values.

Private book circles - friendship, sharing, social
A small and private group of friends that discusses books and uses a digital book circle as
their platform and note sharing tool for their book reviews. Values from the user research
that the book circle will strive for are keep in touch, discuss books, share notes, the need for
having smaller groups in digital book circles.

Organization-driven book circle - organized, moderated, engaging
An organization or a company organizes an open book circles based on specific themes,
genres or new releases, similar to the Storytel Workplace book circle. The book choice is
made democratically by suggestions and votes in a poll. One book is selected each month
and new discussion threads based on topics or reading-sections is posted to the forum every
week. Values from the user research that the book circle will strive for are diversity, book
recommendations, discuss books and share ideas.

Author book circle - author-fan interaction, Q&A
Book circle with engagement from the author of the chosen book. The author could be the
moderator or could be involved in a QA-session with the book club members as a closing
discussion. The book circle provides background fact about the author and the book. The
readers and fans get the chance to interact with their favourite author. Everyone will have
a voice. The book circle might have live video discussion, quizzes or giveaways. Values
from the user research that the book circle will strive for are knowledge sharing, author
interaction and live video discussions.

Theme book circle - interests, themes, temporary
A temporary, randomized book circles with a specific theme as book choice, genre, book
series etc. The focus is to meet new people and discuss books that you have in common.
Values from the user research that the book circle will strive for are flexibility, meet new
and like-minded people.

Diversity book circle - curiosity, democracy, diversity
An open and public book circle with focus on diversity and openness. The book choice is
made democratically. This is a book circle for curious readers who want to share thoughts
and listen to what others have to say. Members of the circle like to discover new books to
read and broaden their readings experiences and tastes. Values from the user research that
the book circle will strive for are connect people from around the world, get new perspec-
tives, diversity in opinions, discover new books and genres.

Open book discussion - freedom, community, public
A public book discussion similar to the Facebook group Snacka om Ljudböcker which has
a Bullet pin board for members to post comments in the forum. Users can create new
book topics and comment on others and tag their posts with tags so they can be searched.
A Search engine lets users find a topic-thread to comment and discuss books on. Values
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from the user research that the book circle will strive for are anonymity (optional), freedom,
convenience, being part of a community, lower threshold for shy and introvert people to
discuss books.

Concept of a Digital Book Circle

The concept of the the digital book circle application was formed after the brainstorming.
The concept was developed from the Private book circle mentioned above because it was
a delimited case where traditional values could be included. The concept contains four
main elements: Profile, Book discussion, Question roulette and Book review. The Profile
is a view that contains account details, users friends and book circle reviews that holds
information and a final reviews of books that has been read in book circle where the user had
participated. The Book discussions hold a list of book circle discussions that are divided
into sections that contains online forums that are thread based. The user can write and
reply to comments and create new topics to discuss. The Question roulette is a question or
topic generator that can be used in the discussion forums or during traditional book circle
meetings. The Book review is a functionality where the book club can review the book
that they had read and save it so they can save it and remember which books they had read
together and what they thought about them.

What discussion forum design do users prefer to use?

From the result of the online book circle evaluation it was clear that there are many ways
to construct a book circle and discussion forums online. What users prefer when it comes
to design of a discussion forum for book discussion was investigated through an online
form. The form was posted on the online book circles Our Shared Shelf, on Goodreads, and
reddit/bookclub. The survey had 35 respondents.

“What design of the online forum would you prefer?”

The design suggestions is shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14: Online book discussion design alternatives

41 % of the respondents prefer Image 2 - Book sections. The result can be found in figure
15.

Figure 15: Results of the study

“How would you like the book discussion to be organized?”

77 % of the respondents wanted to have the book discussion organized as a free discussion
during the reading over scheduled online meetings with live chat. The result can be found
in figure 16.

Figure 16: Results of the study
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“What kind of group chat structure would you prefer?”

80 % of the respondents wanted two-level discussion using comment treads over group chat.
The result can be found in figure 17.

Figure 17: Results of the study

Lo-fi prototype

The lo-fi prototype was developed from the concept of a book circle application. The design
suggestions is shown in figure 18. All the wireframes of the lo-fi prototype can be found in
Appendix A.9.

Figure 18: Lo-fi prototype of a digital book circle application

Lo-fi usability testing

The usability testing of the lo-fi prototype was conducted with five participants in the age
between 20-27. The reason that there were only five participants is related to the research of
Tom Landauer 1, showing that the the amount of usability issues is mostly covered within
tests with five persons.

The participants where asked some questions about the app concept and where then asked
to complete three task. The scenarios were developed to test the users interaction with the

1https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/, last accessed 2019-11-26
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app and how they experiences the navigation by clicking on the paper prototype. Questions
that were asked during the testing: What do you think is the purpose with this app? What
do you think the menu icons/options stands for? The scenarios that were given and the test
results is described below.

Scenario 1
You want to go to the book discussion that you participate in right now. Then you want to
add a new topic to discuss in section 1.

All participant completed the task successfully. They all clicked on the message-tab in the
menu and clicked on the ongoing discussion, opened the Section 1 tab and added a new
topic. Some testers asked why there was no submit button to the Add Topic view, others
became confused about the Book Discussion view to understand the difference between the
ongoing and finished discussions.

Scenario 2
You want to read the group review of the last book you read in the book circle.

The participants got stuck in the Book Discussion view. No one completed the task. The
testers did not connect that the book reviews were on the profile page. All of them went
back to the Book Discussion to try to find the last book they had read and find the review.

Scenario 3
Instead of discussing the book online in the forum, you and your friends in the book circle
have decided to meet in real life and discuss the book in a cafe. You open the app to use the
functionality that provides suggested topics- and question cards. Where do you find them?

Half of the participants found the Question icon in the menu and completed the task. The
other half acted confused and did not know what to do. One participant tried to add a new
book discussion to find topics or questions.

The key findings in the first usability test, that was considered in the next iteration, were:

• All participants’ first impression of the app was that is was connected to books, social
reading, book discussions or book circles.

• Keep the design of section and topics.

• The ”Book read” section in the Profile view was confusing. They all thought that
it was a list of books that they had read. It was unclear if the books had been read
together with friends or if it was books that friends had read and recommend. The
heading, Book read, and the month were confusing.

• Redo the icon design of Question cards, due to the results of scenario 3 and that
participants thought it was a view for FAQ about the app.

• Make a clearer distinction between the book clubs review (”Books read”) and the
Book discussion chat, due to the results of scenario 2. Perhaps make an own tab for
book clubs.

• Test to sort Book discussion based on book clubs.
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Mid-fi prototype

Based on the findings from the lo-fi usability test a second lo-fi with wireframe sketches
was developed. The wireframes were used as a template for the mid-fi that was created in
an online design tool called Figma 2. The biggest changes during this design iteration were
a new navigation system in the app using a menu to access the current book discussion,
book clubs, discover, IRL (in real life) topic cards, notifications and profile. A book club
contains members and books, books were connected to book discussion. The topic cards
position and icon were changed. Suggestions to topics and questions to discuss could be
found in Appendix A.11. The design suggestions is shown in figure 19. All the wireframes
of the mid-fi prototype can be found in Appendix A.10.

Figure 19: Mid-fi prototype of a digital book circle application

Mid-fi usability testing

The same scenarios for the lo-fi usability test were used in the mid-fi usability test. The
usability testing was conducted with five participants, all students in the age between 24-25.
None of them had been a part of a book circle and two of them had used an audio book app
before.

Scenario 1
You want to go to the book discussion that you participate in right now. Then you want to
add a new topic to discuss in section 1.

All participant completed the task successfully. 4 of 5 accessed the book discussion through
the menu tab ”Book Clubs”, ”Fantasy Book Club”, ”Harry Potter chat”, ”Section 1” and
then pressed the + button to create a new topic. One participant used the shortcut on the
menu to go directly to the discussion forum. No one used the shortcut on ”Active dis-
cussions” on the Profile view. Some of the participants hesitated when they arrived to the
Section view.

Scenario 2
You want to read the group review of the last book you read in the book circle.

2https://www.figma.com/, last accessed 2019-12-09
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All participant completed the task with varied navigation ways. 3 of 5 completed the task
by clicking on the back button to get to ”Fantasy Book Clubs” view and then clicked on
the chat-button on the first book, Lord of the rings, on the list of finished books. In the
Section view they scrolled down and then saw the Group review button on top of the page
and finished the scenario. 2 of 5 got lost in the app and went back to the menu to search for
the group review or the book circles. One went to the Profile view to search for his book
circles hoping to find a group review there.

Scenario 3
Instead of discussing the book online in the forum, you and your friends in the book circle
have decided to meet in real life and discuss the book in a cafe. You open the app to use the
functionality that provides suggested topics- and question cards. Where do you find them?

All participant completed the task successfully. They backed out to the menu and pressed
on the ”IRL Topic Card” to access the discussion topics. Some participants said that they
did not know the book circle context so it was hard to understood what to search for. Others
understood what the IRL Topic cards after hearing the scenario and went directly to the
menu and pressed ”IRL Topic Cards”.

The key findings in the mid-fi usability test were:

• The results showed that all of the participant connected the app to book clubs in their
first impression.

• 4 of 5 understood that the circle in the menu will bring you to the latest discussion
that you had been active in.

• 2 or 4 understood that ”Book Clubs” in the menu was related to the book clubs that
you participate in, the rest thought it contained a search for book club functionality.

• The title on ”IRL Topic Card” was confusing, change to ”Conversation Starters” in-
stead?

• The title on chat button was confusing, people expected to get to the forum directly,
not to the sections. Some people had problems to find the review behind the chat
button.

• The design element of book clubs, active discussion and books inside the book clubs
were too similar and easily mistaken for each other.

• The navigation in the book club and book discussion view has too many back buttons.

Participants’ comments that could be considered in improvements of the design.

• Investigate if the user experience would be better by using a bottom tab bar menu
instead of the hamburger menu.

• ”You discuss” was hard to understand for first time users.

• Change the full screen-icon placement to a corner of the topic card.

• Make it possible to minimize Section 1 by pressing outside of the forum to access to
get to the section view.
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5 Discussion

This thesis was a case study on traditional and digital book circles, as well as a design
concept of a digital book circle. The study includes many different methods to gain knowl-
edge about book circles, which is one of the strengths in this study because it gives various
perspectives of the case unit, book circles. By using both qualitative (interviews and ob-
servations) and quantitative (surveys) study methods has covered a broad foundation for
the study where different findings and conclusion can be drawn. The case study methods
is suitable for the studies where a specific case will be investigated and explored, but with
that comes also the difficulties of defining the case. The result from the case study was a bit
overwhelming and therefore hard to make general conclusions. The fact that the user survey
encourages people to share their personal experiences and opinions about book circles made
the results varied and diverse. It is hard to make every user satisfied with a design concept.

An other strength in the study is the high amount of book circle member participation. The
in real life observations and meetings with book circle members and moderators has been
a success factor in how to understand the concept of digital and traditional book circles.
They have been the guiding light throughout the whole study to have a truly user centred
approach. In the usability testing of the design prototype, participants with little or no
experiences of book circles participated. The reason for this was both to test the prototype
concept on completely new users to see if the design concept is reliable and clear even for
people with no book circle experience. The usability test could have been extended with
users from book circles to get feedback and results from people with other perspectives to
see if the test result varied from the beginners.

The main research question in this thesis was

How should a digital book circle be designed to be user-friendly and engaging?

This question was divided into five sub-questions that is presented and answered below
according to the result of the case study, user research and usability testing of the design
prototype.

(a) What makes readers motivated to be a part of a book circle?

The results from the case study showed that there were both similarities and diverse mo-
tivation factors and the reason why people join traditional and digital book circles. In the
traditional book circles, the social aspect of meeting friends and other people was highly
valued. The face-to-face conversation and to meet people in real life is probably the reason
for this. There is a difference between meeting people in person compared to discussions
online, and both have advantages and disadvantages. The benefits and motivation factors
were similar to the findings in the theory as social, a forum for book discussion and share
personal experiences.

Answers from the digital book circles showed that people valued diversity and to connect
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with mind-liked people from around the world. This might be related to social aspects as
well but is more connected to curiosity and openness to meet new people and get new per-
spectives. This match some of the main benefits from the background like social, freedom
and community described by DeNel Rehberg [19].

These findings might show that different types of book circles could potentially have dif-
ferent user group behavior and motivation factors. The obvious similarity for both types is
that the core of a book circle is the book discussion, thoughts and perspectives participants
get when they meet other people. The conclusion was drawn based on the result from the
questionnaire, which is an efficient way of collecting user opinions. But it also has some
disadvantages as the risk that people misunderstand questions and can not ask for help from
the researcher. To decrease this risk, a pilot test of the questionnaire was made. Though it
was clear that it did not cover all cases and some respondents pointed out that they did not
know if they had understood some questions in the right way.

(b) What problems or challenges can occur in book circles?

The challenges that traditional and digital book circles face had some similarities. Partici-
pants from both types said that the lack of an active discussion is a big issue. This is a big
concern and challenge when building an online forum. The content is mostly built by the
users, and if there are no discussions the activity will fade and also the value with the forum.
This might be one of the biggest challenges of building a successful and engaging forum.
As designers, we should ease the use of the platform for the user and lower the threshold
and encourage users to comment. Suggested topic cards could be one way of doing that.

An interesting finding from the questionnaire was that some challenges could be seen as
benefits. Time zones make people off sync when having an online discussion. But it could
also be beneficial for people that there is a non-stop flow of comments during the night or
during office hours for people to enjoy and read when they wake up or get home after work.

The results of users experiences of book circle challenges is almost identical to the ones
that Daniels [20] and DeNel Rehberg [19] present for traditional respectively digital book
circles.

(c) What functionalities in a digital book circle are requested by the users?

Users from digital and traditional book circles had many interesting and fun suggestions on
new features in a digital book circle. That showed how important it is to include the users in
the design process from the start in a co-creation strategy to make a product or service that
is really requested by them. Random questions for book discussions, No spoiler-feature by
using discussion sections, share reviews in the book club and share thoughts during reading
were some of the requested features that were implemented in the design prototype. The
participants from the user tests liked the idea and design of the discussion topic cards. But
some had problems to find them in the app. The reason for that turned to be the name of
the feature and perhaps also the location of the feature. This issue is something that could
be further explored and investigated. An interesting finding was that real-life meetups and
live video discussions were requested by the participants in digital book circles. Perhaps
the users long for values and face-to-face interactions as in the traditional book circles?

(d) What are the guidelines for building a digital reader community and how could they
be applied to building a digital book circle?

Guidelines for building a digital reading community had been hard to find. But based on the
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evaluation of five different digital book circles, it is clear that they have characteristics and
components that could be used when building a digital book circle application. The book
discussion forum is the core feature and should have features to comment, reply, share,
report and react to (smileys). The online reader community is perhaps a too narrow scope
to search for guidelines. The research might have been more successful if a general online
chat forum design had been studied.

Though the prototype is an interactive design prototype it was not possible to make a real
online forum for people to test. The concept was tested, not an actual digital book cir-
cle discussion. So the question if the digital book circle is engaging to use could not be
answered.

(e) What is the structure of physical book circles and how could it be applied to digital
book circles?

The main characteristics of traditional book circles were presented as a temporary group,
moderator, book, meeting, notes, open group discussion, a spirit of fun and celebration
in the theory section. The attributes can be applied to a digital book circle if that is the
goal. The open group discussion, the group and the book choice are attributes that were
implemented in the design prototype. The reason was that they also could be found in the
digital book circles. They also turned out to be the key attributes that build a book circle.
The moderator role is a bit challenging because it could be an uncomfortable role to take
in a book club. This was solved by using topic cards to start a discussion so that the group
shares the moderator role.

The clear difference between traditional and digital book circle discussions turned out to be
that digital book circles tend to have discussions about the book during reading in compar-
ison with the scheduled traditional book meeting. Digital forum could be seen as types of
social media where people can comment, interact directly and instantly share their thoughts
about the book when they read it. The user behavior is more active, fast and flexible which
suites digital book circles where users want freedom, flexibility, diversity of opinions, global
interactions, new perspectives and anonymity. The online discussions that happen during
reading could be related to the reading log tool that Raphael and McMahon [16] present
with examples on how active reading can be done. Some of the suggestions might also be
used as conversations starters for the topic cards in the design prototype.

This study has given a descriptive analysis of the phenomenon of traditional and digital
book circles. Many different research methods have been used to give a wide case study
and many perspectives on book circles. This study has tried to fill the gap between digital
and traditional book circles. Hopefully, this study has both widened the knowledge, values,
challenges and perspectives on both digital and traditional book circle by comparing them,
select the best from both of the types and created a list of guidelines and a design prototype
that will be useful for further studies.
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6 Conclusion

The aim of this thesis has been to explore the phenomenon of traditional and digital book
circles, how they are organized and what values they bring to their members. The study has
involved evaluating what mechanisms, success factors and functionalities that are impor-
tant in book circles. The goal has been to understand how a digital book circle should be
designed to bring a higher user experience for the users.

The research method case study was used to map the context and values in a book circle.
Field studies and observations of four traditional book circles, five digital book circles were
evaluated and studied, three interviews with book circle moderators and a user study were
conducted during the user research phase. The findings were concluded in a set of sug-
gested guidelines for digital book circles. These guidelines were then visualized in a design
prototype and were usability tested with ten participants.

The conclusion that can be made from the result of the study is that books make people talk
and values in traditional book circles can be applied in digital ones. Share ideas, discuss
books and discover new books and genres are reasons why people join book clubs. But
digital book circles have other advantages like convenience, connect worldwide, flexibility,
anonymity and diversity than some traditional book circles. Other conclusions that could be
drawn is that the discussion is the core of the book circle. A digital platform should have the
discussion as the core functionality that match users needs and wishes. Book circle members
have a lot of ideas when it comes to new potential functionalities as hiding spoilers, author
interaction and live-chat discussions. Let future research be user centred and co-create with
them to make user-friendly applications that build bridges between people across the world
of books.

6.1 Limitations

There are some limitations in this study that is described in this section. The main limi-
tations of this study are that the user survey had been posted to a small number of book
circles and that the participants in the user test have been people with no or limited experi-
ences on the book circle concept. The questionnaire in the case study was posted online in
one digital book circle, Goodreads Our Shared Shelf, which could give misleading results.
A solution to avoid that would be to send the questionnaire to different types of digital book
circles to get more general and varied results. The same issue with the user study in the
design process where users in digital book circles were asked to give opinions and feedback
on the book discussion design. The user study was posted on the book circles on Reddit
and Goodreads where users are used to commenting treads and section-based discussion fo-
rums. That could be an explanation for the high rate on the section based design of the book
discussion. If the survey had been posted to a more varied range of digital book circles, the
study could have shown other results.
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6.2 Future Work

Research topics that could be investigated further to expand the knowledge of digital book
circles is listed below.

• Women are overrepresented in book circles, how come?
• Investigate why almost 60 % of the respondents in the user survey had wrong as-

sumptions or expectations regarding book circles.
• Study how people find digital book circles to join.
• Investigate the possibilities and challenges for the presented types of digital book

circles.
• Test other alternatives for a navigation structure in the design prototype.
• Build and test a prototype for public digital book circles.
• Develop and explore the rest of the suggested features that were requested by the

book circle user.
• Investigate if there is an open API for discussion questions for specific books (similar

to the guides on ReadingGroupGuides.com). How could that be implemented in a
digital book circle application?

• Investigate how to solve the problem areas of spam, spoilers and beginner-guides new
members in digital book circles.
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A Appendices

A.1 Questions for group-interview at book circle meeting

The aim of the study: Investigate how book circle works as a phenomena and what
challenges and values they have.

Ethical aspects: The answers will be presented anonymous and will not be connected to
you as an individual in the final report. It is okay to skip a question that you don’t want to
answer and quit the survey at any time.

1. When did the book circle start?
2. How did you start it? or How did you find out that it existed?
3. Why was the book circle created?
4. How do you choose which book to read?
5. Where do you meet during book circle meetings?
6. Do you have any contact between the book circle meetings? Why/why not?
7. What would you say are the major areas or topics that you discuss during the book

circle meetings?
8. How do you moderate the discussion?
9. Do you have any rules?

A.2 Anonymous questionnaire for participants at book circle meeting

1. Why do you want to be a part of a book circle?
2. Do you have any previous book circle experiences?

(a) If so, what are your experiences from previous book circles?

3. What expectations did you have on the book circle before your first meeting?
4. How are your expectations fulfilled? If they are not, how come?
5. What values or benefits gives the book circle to you?
6. What are the challenges or obstacles within the book circle?
7. How could one solve them?
8. How could one make book circles better in your opinion?

A.3 Questions for interviews with book circle moderator

Background

1. Who are you?
2. How old are you?
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3. What is your relationship to book circles?
4. What experiences of book circles do you have?
5. How come that you started this book circle?
6. What would you say are the success factors that make book circles lasting?

Before book circle meeting/during reading

1. How do you find/recruit members to the book circle?
2. Who participates in a book circle?
3. How do you select which books to read in the book circle?
4. What preparations do you do before a book circle meeting?
5. What are the challenges that you are facing before a book circle meeting?

(a) How could these challenges be solved?

6. What obstacles do you experience that might impede people to join a book circle?

During book circle meeting

1. How is a book circle meeting conducted?

(a) How long is the circle meeting?
(b) How often do you have meetings?

2. How do you act to moderate the book discussion?
3. What do you talk about during a book circle meeting?
4. What behaviors of the participants have you noticed during a book discussion?
5. Do you review and grade the book together? How? Why/Why not?
6. Have you experience something that surprised you during a book circle meeting?
7. Which are the challenges during a book circle meeting?

(a) How could these challenges be solved?

8. What needs or problems do book circles solve for people?

Improvements

1. Do you use some kind of tool during the book circle meeting?
2. How could one improve book circles?
3. What do you wish existed that could facilitate the participants in book circles?

(a) Virtual Book Circles: What features of the online forum would have facilitated
the use or discussion of a virtual book circle?

(b) Traditional Physical Book Circles: What could facilitate participation in
physical book circles? Before the meeting/during reading? During the
meeting/ book discussion?

4. Is there something else that I should know about book circles that we have not talked
about?
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A.4 Observation of the “Open Book Conversation”

Book: “Testamente” by Nina Wähä
Location: City library in Umeå, Sweden
Date: 9/10 2019 18.30-19.00
Moderator: -
Participants: Two women and one man, around 70 to 75 years old. They did not know each
other. The two women had read the book, the man had not.

Background
The Open Book Discussion is an open book circle provided by Umeå library. For every
meeting, a new book will be discussed and lead by a moderator at the library. This time the
moderator was unable to participate, which resulted in an unstructured book discussion for
the participants that discussed the book without guidance from a moderator.

The book
“Testamente” is a novel about a big family, two parents and 12 children, and their history
and secrets at a family farm in Tornedalen, a village in northern Sweden. The story jumps
between different eras as the family relationship and person portraits are described.

The result of the discussion
The participants seemed confused about the fact that there was no moderator for the
discussion, but they still started talking about the book. The woman started talking about
the book and the man listened and filled in with some own experiences from the place
where the book’s story was located. The conversation was balanced between the two
women during the discussion. When they discuss the language style one lady puts up the
book to read out loud to reinforce her point by an example.

Topics that were discussed during the meeting:

The characters. This book seems to have a lot of characters so the group discussed the
different personalities of the characters in the book. The women became thrilled when they
talked about the characters in the book that they thought were excited or interesting.

The story location and personal experience. The place where the story took place
seemed to have a central role in the book. One of the participants had connections to the
place where the story took place so he shared his personal perspective from the place and
how life was in that area during that time.

The book and the society. The participants talked about the book and its close connection
to the reality and the history of that time. They talked about the Finnish continuation war,
the Karelians and the fugitives.

The author. The participants discussed the author’s observation, storytelling and
description of the place and people that she had written about. The story’s mix between
fiction and the connection to reality was discussed. It was clear that the participants knew
about the author from before by reading interviews and book reviews.

Style, language and challenges. One lady pointed out that she got confused and had
challenges with the book when the narrator suddenly changed from outside perspective to
personal point of view. She explains this by reading out loud from the shifting section from
the book.

The feeling in the book. What feelings that the book delivers was discussed with a tight
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connection to the life situations for the characters in the book. One lady pointed out that it
was a hard time in history during the war, the time period in the book, but the people still
did not seem to suffer. According to her, the book was not emotionally heavy.

Reading communities. At the end of the discussion, the participants talked and asked
each other about their relationship to book circle meetings. Two of them were members of
private book circles and has been for many years. Both of them had a factor in common
with their group. The man was a part of a book circle with people from the same
geographical area. He explained that he joined this book discussion to find out if the book
would suit his book circle. The woman was a part of a book circle were the members were
single women from her neighbourhood. She explained that they started the book circle to
create a social activity and get an opportunity to socialize. To gather around a book, talk
and eat dinner together creates a social value that is very important, she explains.

Book tips. The discussion ends with a talk about other books the participants had read
recently. They give each other book tips from other authors. One woman expresses that
she write down every book she read to keep track of the books.

A.5 Observation of the “Crime Book Club”

Book: “Missing, Presumed” by Susie Steiner
Location: Meeting room at Storytel Stockholm office and one person joining on videocall
via Google Hangout
Date: 17/10 2019 14.15-14.40
Moderator: Yes
Participants: Four women (moderator included) out of ten members of the circle
participated. Three had read the book and one had not finished it yet.

Background
The book circle is organized by Storytel’s employees. The circle reads books in the crime
genre, is free to join and flexible so the members can come and go as it suits them. The
circle is moderated by an employee at the Storytel Stockholm office. Some of the
participants that had read the book could not join the meeting but had sent in a short review
to the moderator. The members had listened to the book.

The book
“Missing, Presumed” is a crime story about a missing woman and a detective’s hunting for
the truth.

The discussion
The discussion was driven by the two women who had read the book. The woman who had
not finished it mainly listen during the meeting. When the conversation fell silent, the
moderator asked the group one of the prepared questions and the group got fuel to their
book discussion again.

Moderator questions

1. Do you agree with one member’s review of the book?
2. What do you think of the characters?
3. Was the book more character-driven or plot-driven?
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4. Is it similar to another book that you had read?

Topics that were discussed during the meeting:

Characters. The characters and main characters of the book and what they think about
them.

The book experience. One woman explained why she had not finished the book and the
group talked about how different sections were protracted and long to read.

The readers’ feelings. The feelings that the readers felt during reading where discussed.
The surprising end created frustration among the readers.

Author and narrator. The language was discussed and one woman points out that she
liked the raw, British humor in the book. The book-length was discussed and how the
narrator’s voice had an impact on the listening experience.

The murder stereotype. The group discussed the typical, psycho, brutal murder
stereotype with a troubled childhood and that it was nice that this book did not have that.

The plot and parallel stories. The book had a parallel story about a boy and a woman and
that was discussed during the meeting.

The book title. The group discusses the boring title of the book and talks about the issue
with criminal book titles that are so similar and hard to remember.

Closing review. A conclusion and some final words about the book are pointed out by the
participants like a review and what they thought about the book to summarize the
conversation.

Similar books. From the moderator’s questions, the group discuss if the book is similar to
other books that they had read in the circle.

Next book. The conversation ends by check what book to read next and what that story
might be about. The group looking forward to a more brutal and scary book for the next
circle.

A.6 Observation of “Picket & Pocket”

Book: “Löwensköldska ringen” by Selma Lagerlöf
Location: Espresso House Cafe in Umeå city
Date: 20/10 2019 10.15-11.15
Moderator: No, but one woman organized the meeting. She had not prepared questions or
moderated the conversation.
Participants: Six women out of 7-8 members of the circle participated. They had all read or
listened to the book, by borrowing it in the library or used the free e-book service that the
library provides. Age was spread between 30 to 55.

Background
The book circle was founded in 2011 by a woman that moved to Umeå and wanted to start
a book circle as a part of her social network in the new city. She found a book-blogger and
they started the circle together with some friends and colleagues. They advertised the
circle in their personal book blogs and in the Facebook-group “Tips i Umeå” The members
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had changed since then and now there are 7-8 people in the book circle, one man and the
rest are women. Both colleagues and friends. They did not start the circle from an already
existing friendship. Not everyone participated in each meeting.

The circle meets ones per month, in between they read the book for the next meeting. They
rotate the organizer/book chooser for each meeting. They meet at each other’s homes, at
cafes or in restaurants. They have a summer break each year and celebrate the circle
anniversary each November. A closed Facebook-group is used for communication, for
planing and set up dates for the meetings and to keep track of all the books that they had
read during the years. They use a notebook for each meeting where they write up who has
been present, write a small review of the book and the grade for the book on a Likert scale
from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). Since the book circle started they had read 71 books in
total from different genres.

The book
“Löwensköldska ringen” is a thrilling horror story by Selma Lagerlöf, a Swedish author
and the first woman to receive the Nobel Prize in 1909 [37]. The story is about a ring that
was stolen from a grave and how it gives a curse on the owners with accidents and
suffering.

The discussion
The discussion was overall driven by the entire group together. During the conversation,
people ask open questions for others to answer. Some take a more passive and listening
role in the discussion and some are more active are expressive and vivid. When the
discussion zoomed out a couple of times that was not book-related, they all helped to
remind to stick to the book in a discrete and polite manner. During the meeting, two of the
women have their copies of the book on the coffee table. While they discuss they help each
other remember what they had read. When some areas are discussed they read out loud
from a section of the book to give an example.

Questions that was asked during the discussion.

1. What did you think about the story?
2. Is the book similar to other books?
3. To who would you recommend the book?
4. What would you grade the book?

Topics that were discussed during the meeting:

Have you all read it? The discussion takes off when the organizer asked if they all had
finished the book. “It was nice that this one was a short one, I read it last night” a woman
express.

Memories of the book. Some of the participants had read the book before and talk about
their memories and when they read the book for the first time in high school as a classical
book in the Swedish class.

Why this book? The organizer who had chooses the book point out that she wanted to
introduce more cozy thriller and horror stories to the circle and that is why she had chosen
the book.

The feeling in the book. The group discusses the feeling of the book. It was cozy,
mysterious, funny and exciting.
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The author and language. “Selma Lagerlöf has a dry and funny humor, the book was
written 1923 and it is still funny! Just listen to this last sentence of the book. . . ” one
woman said. Then she read out loud from the end of the book and everyone laughs. “She is
such a storyteller!” “So multilateral author that write in so many genres from children’s
books to horror.” “She died when she was 81 but she feels so alive.” The group discusses
the language as funny, straight and simple. They discuss that the characters and the mood
are skillfully described in the book, it is like watching a movie. They talk about how funny
it is that the character’s look and appearance are consistent with their temper and
personality.

The plot and important scenes. The women talk about the time and location in the book
and if they think that it is trustworthy according to the time period. They discuss a specific
scene in the book that was very weird and try to understand it together.

The book connected to the reality. They discuss the books critic of the mother’s
behavioural and the moral that is written between the lines. They point out that the story is
still relevant and feels like a modern reality show. They talk about the feminism and norms
during the time the story was written.

Review from a member that could not join. The organizer read a members review out
load and the group discuss the opinions if they agree or disagree.

Summary To summarize the conversation the organizer asks what the group grade the
book on a scale one to five. Everyone say a number out load and the organizer note the
review and states that they are all agree for ones, all gave the book a three.

A.7 Observation of “The Book Sekt”

Book: The Tattooist of Auschwitz by Heather Morris
Location: at a members house in Linköping, Sweden
Date: 24/10 2019 19.26-20.24
Moderator: organizer for the meeting, no discussion moderator
Participants: seven women, around 50 years old

Background
This book circle started 2017 with the purpose to socialize and discuss books. They started
as a group of friends and have during the time recruited more friends to the book circle.

They meet once every four too six weeks at a member’s house (always on a Thursday), eat
dinner and discuss the book together. The organizer for the book circle meeting had
decided which book to read before the meeting and prepares a short introduction about the
author and the story to start off the meeting. After the book conversation, every member
wrote down a short note about the evening in a logbook about the book discussion. Notes
about who was the organizer, the book, the dinner menu and a book review as a number
between zero and seven was also written down in the logbook.

The book
A true story from the Holocaust about Lale Sokolov, a jew in the concentration camps in
Auschwitz that worked as a tattooer. It is a memoir written by Heather Morris that has
interviewed Sokolov about his memories of World War Two. It is an incredible love story
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about how to survive in the inhuman conditions during the Holocaust.

The discussion
The organizer begun the meeting with a short introduction about the book and then gave
her view and review of the book. The rest of the group filled in and the conversation
started. After a while the next person in the line of the circle shared her thoughts and
opinions and so it continues. It is clear that the point of this is to make sure that everyone
gets time to speak. They passed the book around as they take turns to talk. The discussion
goes on and sometimes it goes off-topic, then the groups reminds themselves and asked the
next person in line to give her opinion on the book to get on track again.

Topics that were discussed during the meeting:

The importance of reading historical literature One woman pointed out that it is
important to read the history stories and remember the dark and horrible things that
mankind can do.

Themes of the book - misery and hopefulness. The group discussed the small ray of
light and hope during the dark times that was described in the book. For example the
romance and the fight to survive. The man had illustrated and told the author about the
things that he wants to remember in the book.

The book connections to today. When the group talked about history they easily started
to make connections to the challenges and wars that happens today. They talked about
education and how the WW2 stories are told today in the schools. World peace is
discussed.

Specific scenes. Some of the important and turning scenes in the book was discussed like
the escape from the camps. Also his unbelievable luck and coincidences when he meets
people that later on saved his life.

The main character. The group described the man in the book, as a caring and helpful
person, who shared his extra food with the rest of the people. He had an incredible survival
instinct and acted like a chameleon around people. They also talked about how interesting
it would be to hear other people perspectives in the book.

Feelings and describing words. When every new member gives their review of the book,
they usually start by describing the reading experience. Adjectives like strong, romantic,
horrifying, horrid, exciting and thought-provoking are used. Feelings from the readers are
also explained like “I got affected by this book”, “I was so afraid to read this book in the
beginning”, “It was hard to read so I listened to it instead” or “It was the wrong time for
the book, I did not want to be so affected by the story on my holiday”.

The book related to other WW2 books. One woman described the book as a story that is
not showing daily life in the camps as in other WW2 books. An other woman filled in with
a thought that this was a story about a man that was both victim and perpetrator at the same
time, he was in the middle.

Open Questions that was asked during the discussion.

1. How could one survive and still live after going through this terror?
2. How easy is it for anyone to get brainwashed?
3. Who does and who does not get a survival instinct under these conditions?
4. How long could you survive?
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5. How was it to be forced to do so much horrifying thing? What does that do to a
human?

Own experiences. Some of the members the group shared their own life and death
experiences as a sidetrack to the book discussion.

Explain and remember together. During the book discussion, when they mention
specific people or scenes from the book, they helped each other remember and explain the
plot together.

Summary. As a closing ritual, everyone in the book circle rate the book from zero to
seven. The book got five sixes and two fives.

A.8 User survey about online form design
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1oN21Fuf-b9YQUNLqioR1DLoQdNJREkxu_3A3JM0cx0Y/edit 1/2

Online book club design
This is a survey with four questions about how discussion forums in digital book clubs could be 
improved. 
Your answers will be anonymous, no data will be sent before you click Send. Thank you for 
participating!

User senario
To set you in the right mode, imagine that you and five friends use an audiobook app and read/listen 
to the same book. You have decided to discuss the book together in a book circle that you have 
created in an app. How do you want it to look like?

1. What design of the online forum would you prefer?
Markera endast en oval.

 Image 1 - Timeline based discussion where you discuss the book during your reading.

 Image 2 - Book sections based discussion - where the book is divided into discussion
blocks where you and your friends discuss thoughts and what happens in the book so far

 Image 3 - Topic based discussion - members in the book club creates topics and discuss
the book in the different topic sections.

2. Do you have any other suggestion about how to structure the digital book discussion?
 

 

 

 

 

(If you are using your phone, rotate it to see the picture)
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1oN21Fuf-b9YQUNLqioR1DLoQdNJREkxu_3A3JM0cx0Y/edit 2/2

Tillhandahålls av

3. How would you like the book discussion to be organized?
Markera endast en oval.

 Scheduled online meetings with live chat discussions, like a traditional book club meeting.

 Free discussion in the forum during the reading.

4. What kind of group chat structure would you prefer?
Markera endast en oval.

 Image 1 - One-level group chat discussion

 Image 2 - Two-level discussions using comment threads where you can reply to a
comment. (Slack, Instagram, Youtube comment section)
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A.9 Lo-fi prototype

Figure 20: Lo-fi prototype
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A.10 Mid-fi prototype

Figure 21: Mid-fi prototype
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Figure 22: Mid-fi prototype
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A.11 List of discussion questions for IRL Topic cards

1. What do you think about the cover of the book?
2. How was the introduction? Did it made you curious to read more?
3. Was the book more character-driven or plot-driven?
4. Is it similar to another book that you had read?
5. Is there any specific quote that had stayed with you?

How did it made an impact on you?
6. What did you think about the story?
7. What emotions do you felt during the reading?
8. What did you think about the story?
9. Is there any hidden symbolism in the book?

10. Was there any themes in the book?
11. How would you grade the book?
12. How was the reading experience?
13. How does the story location look?
14. What do you think about the characters and their personalities?
15. What were the distinctive scenes or parts of the book?
16. Do you know about the author? How does it effect your reading experience?
17. To whom would you recommend the book?
18. How would you grade the book?
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